
 

Multiple high-quality genomes assembled
from 24 wild and 20 cultivated potato
varieties
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Identification of a potato tuber identity gene. a, Venn diagram describing the
identification of 229 candidate genes that are involved in regulating stolon or
tuber development. b, Conserved CNSs around the Identity of Tuber1 (IT1)
locus. tepCNS, conservative score for each site calculated from tomato,
Etuberosum and potato genomes; pCNS, conservative score for each site
calculated from 45 potato genomes. Gray blocks show potato-specific CNSs. c,
Expression pattern of IT1 and its orthologues in five tissues of Etuberosum,
tomato and potato species. The 5-kb sequences up- and downstream of IT1 from
tomato, Etuberosum and potato were used to infer the phylogenetic relationships.
d, Phenotypes of the it1 knockout mutant. Red arrowheads indicate several
abnormally developed stolons in the it1 mutant. Scale bars, 10 cm. WT, wild
type. e, Comparison of potato tuber development between wild type and the it1
mutant. Scale bar, 5 cm. f, IT1 directly interacts with SP6A, as validated in a
yeast-two-hybrid assay. Three independent biological experiments were
performed. g, Domain architecture of SP6A in potato and Etuberosum
species. AD, Gal 4 activation domain; BD, Gal4 DNA-binding domain; -LW,
synthetic dropout medium without Leu and Trp; -LWH, synthetic dropout
medium without Leu, Trp and His. Credit: Nature (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-022-04822-x

A team of researchers affiliated with multiple institutions in China
working with one colleague from the Netherlands and two from the U.S.
has assembled 44 high-quality genomes from 24 wild and 20 cultivated
potato varieties. In their paper published in the journal Nature, the group
describes their sequencing of potato varieties and subsequent analysis.
Juanita Gutiérrez-Valencia and Tanja Slotte, with Stockholm University
have published a News & Views piece in the same journal issue outlining
the work and explaining why such studies have become more important
in recent years.

As Gutiérrez-Valencia and Slotte note, potatoes are the third-most
consumed crop in the world, behind only wheat and rice. That makes
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them "the world's most important non-cereal food crop," according to
the researchers. It is therefore critical to learn more about them as global
warming threatens to change the ways and possibly the places where
potatoes can be grown. To that end, the researchers conducted an
extensive genomic study of 24 wild varieties and 20 landraces (cultivated
potatoes).

Once they sequenced the varieties, the researchers analyzed them,
looking for data that could be pertinent in coming years. They found that
potatoes in general, compared with other food crops, have more disease-
resistant genes (including those that fight the pathogen that caused the
Irish potato famine.) They suggest this is due to their tuber-based
propagation characteristics and the ways that the varieties have adapted
to different environments as they were exported around the globe by
human farmers. They also found that potatoes are most closely related to
tomatoes.

The researchers also used CRISPR–Cas9 gene editing on some varieties
to learn more about tuber development. They discovered a previously
unknown gene that plays a role in the development of tubers, while also
realizing that the protein it signals for interacts with an important tuber
development molecule.

The researchers conclude that work like theirs is becoming more
important as farmers around the world will be forced to change
established practices to continue providing the food that will be needed
for a growing population.

  More information: Dié Tang et al, Genome evolution and diversity of
wild and cultivated potatoes, Nature (2022). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-022-04822-x 

Juanita Gutiérrez-Valencia et al, Potato genomes pave the way to crop
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https://phys.org/tags/different+environments/
https://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41586-022-04822-x
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improvement, Nature (2022). DOI: 10.1038/d41586-022-01419-2
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